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Connected, Secure & Seamless
Mission-critical Software for the Public Sector
Reduce time spent on workflows, gain actionable insights and effectively collaborate with agencies and citizens.



SEE OUR SOLUTIONS





Harness the Power of Cloud
Stay Connected Anytime, Anywhere
Bring the power of cloud solutions, automation and the value of data to your community. Our software provides your organization with secure, next-generation tools to increase transparency and gives your team on-demand access – whether at the office or in the field, even during disasters.



REQUEST A DEMO



































Registration Now Open

CentralSquare ENGAGE, our premier annual user conference is back! Join us in Dallas Texas, May 5 – 8, 2024 for an exciting opportunity to learn, be inspired and making meaningful connections with fellow professionals. Claim your spot today.



Register Now






Maximizing Interoperability with CentralSquare Unify (CAD-to-CAD) Featuring South Metro Fire Rescue

See what happens when a drowning call crosses jurisdictional boundaries in the Denver metro area. South Metro Fire Rescue moved beyond the imaginary lines, using Unify (CAD-to-CAD) to seamlessly dispatch a West Metro medic unit to a family in crisis on a swimming beach. Watch the call in action and see how the interoperable systems connect.

Watch Now












Serving Both Public Safety & Public Administration
From Computer-aided Dispatch and Next-Generation 911 solutions to Finance, Asset Management, Permitting, Tax Collection and more – all built to help public agencies and their communities flourish in new ways.







Public Administration
Everything from finance, HR and payroll to asset management, permitting and licensing, and even tax collection.  
Learn More 






Public Safety & Justice
End-to-end public safety suite of solutions provides tools to manage every process for a public safety agency. 
Learn more 







The Best Run Communities Rely on CentralSquare

More than 8,000 public sector agencies trust CentralSquare solutions each and every day. We serve governments of all sizes, from small towns to major cities, to make delivering public services less costly and more efficient.







































About CentralSquare

Your Mission Is Our Mission

We have deep public sector experience and bring the power of cloud solutions to build safer, smarter and more connected communities.



Discover More



Ready to Start?
BOOK A DEMO TODAY
Want to know more? One of our experts will reach out to you shortly to see how CentralSquare can better help you serve your community.



Book a Demo
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